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Let L, be the integral operator defined by (&q)(x, y) sJ J ~(x’, y’)(c’“p/p) 
dx’ dy , (x, y) E S where S is the interior of a smooth, closed Jordan curve in 
the plane, k is a complex number with Re k ‘2 0, Im R _: 0, and p” = (x - 2’)’ ~: 
cs 1.‘)‘). We define q(x, y) = [dist((x, y), as)]‘“‘, (x, y) t 5’; L,(q, S) 
I f : j-s J / .f(x, y)l” q(x, Y) dx dy ..: x:); W,‘(q, S) -= ‘,f : f ELv(q, S), W?s. 
tfi5y c L,(q, S)), where in the definition of W,‘(q, S) the dcrivativcs are taken 
in the sense of distributions. We prove that I,,: is a continuous 1-l mapping of 
L2(q, S) onto W,‘(q, S). 
Suppose we wish to solve the following boundary value problem for the 
Helmholtz equation: Find a function u - U(X, T, z) satisfving 
where S is the interior of a smooth, closed Jordan curve and S’ {(x, ~3, a) ~ 
(x, y) E s, c m_ 01. Here k is a complex number with Re k - 0, Im k :> 0. 
If  k -m= 0, vve assume u tends to zero at infinity, while if k l- 0. we assume the 
Sommerfeld radiation condition 
We try to solve this problem with a single layer potential, i.e., we look for a 
solution of the form 
(4) 
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where R = [(x - x’)* + (y - y’)” + z ] 2 ii2. Such a function will satisfy (I) 
and the condition at infinity. In order that (2) be satisfied we must have 
, 
g(x, y) = J’s, 9(x’, y’) $1 dx’ dy’, (x, y) E S, (5) 
where p = [(x - 2’)” + (y - ~‘)~]l/*. It is this equation that we wish to study. 
Let C = X9. We assume that C is a closed Jordan curve. We let /3(s) be 
the angle of the tangent to C as a function of arc length. We assume C has a 
Dini contz’nuozls curvature, i.e., /3’(s) is continuous and 
I B’(4 - p’(%)i < 4% - Sl>, Sl < $2 > 
where W(X) is an increasing function which satisfies 
I 
144 pdx < 00. 
0 x 
(For example we may suppose that p’ is uniformly Holder continuous.) 
We define 
q(x, y) = [dist((x, y), C)]l” (X,Y)ES 
~,k, S) = If: j j I f(xyy)t2 q(xyy) dx dJt < ~0 t ! s (6) 
where in the definition of W,Q, S) the derivatives are taken in the sense of 
distributions. We wish to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let S be as abooe and k a complex number with Re k > 0, 
Im k > 0. Then the operator L, de$ned by 
(LPFJ)(x, y) = Js j dx’, Y’) 7 dx’ dy’ 
is a continuous 1-I mapping ofL,(q, S) onto W,‘(q, S). 
In [5] we proved this theorem in the special case that S is the unit circle 
and k = 0. In that paper we defined 4(x, y) = (1 - j x /2)1’2, z = x + iy. 
This definition of p allowed us to make some explicit calculations. Clearly 
this definition of q is equivalent to the one given by (6) in the sense that the 
spaces L,(q, D) and W,l(q, D) are identical. In [5] we also indicated that the 
theorem is true in this case for the other values of k. Here we will give a com- 
plete proof of this. 
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Our method of proof uses conformal mapping to transform the problem 
into one in which the domain of integration is the unit disk. We let z := .X it 
where (x, ~1) are the coordinate of points on S and ZL’ -= t I- in where (6. 7) 
are the coordinates of the points on the unit disk D. Let z _== ,f(w) be a univalent 
analytic mapping of D onto S. Then under the assumptions made above on 
C == iS the following statements hold [3]. 
I. ,f(zc) can be extended to be a continuous l-l map of Z) onto ‘5’. 
7 -f’(a) has a continuous extension to D with f’(z~) .I’ 0. ‘Thus f(7c) -1 
extends to a C’ invertible diffeomorphism from t> onto .S. 
3. /“‘(w) has a continuous extension to D. 
4. If  c = .f(w), then 
i( I - 711 ;‘) if’(w), < dist(z, C) << (1 - w 2) f’(zo)‘, ( zc < 1). (8) 
On the circle II we will continue to use the weight (I -..- ‘zc ‘?)I -‘. 
LEMIA I. -4 function z’ E W,l(q, S) if and onbs u c -fc W2’(q. /,). 
Further for some constant c -> 0 
Pvoqf. Let u be a measurable function defined on S, then 
i’J’ j U(Z)]” [dist(z, C)]“’ dx 4%~ . s 
-=J’ j / u(w)]~ [dist(f(w), C)]“’ j .f“(w)12 d[ dr). D 
The term .f ‘(w)I 2 is bounded above and below bv positive constants, hence 
using (8) for some positive constants ct and C, 
Now suppose ZI E W,l(q, S), then since f  is a C’ invertible diffeomorphism, 
it is easily seen that u has distribution derivatives in W?‘(q, D) and these are 
computed by the chain rule and conversely if u :~ Wzl(q. ZI), then ‘L’ =: u ‘- [ I I- 
W21(q, S) and (9) holds. 
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Now we write (5) as 
II 
eikIz’--z/ 
~(4 , zr _ z , dx’ dy’ = g(4, z E s, (5’) 
s 
where g E W,l(p, S) and we seek g, EL.&, S). I f  we make the transformation 
z -f(w), then by Lemma 1 (5’) is equivalent to 
I  
I&~)(W) = s, 1 I&O’) , ;;;I;;iIT I f’(w’)12 d5’ 4 
= h(w), WED. 
where h = g oft W21(q, 0) and we seek 4 EL2(q, D) so that 9) = $0 f-l 
will be in L,(q, S) and satisfy (5’). Thus if we can show that the mapping Ik 
defined by (10) is a l-1 continuous mapping of L,(q, D) onto W,l(q, D) we 
will have proved our theorem. We write (10) as 
where 
eiklfw-f(w)l 
ww, 4 = , f Cw’) _ f Cw), If ‘@‘>I2 - I f ‘WI / w’ - w , - (12) 
LEMMA 2. The mapping I1 is an isomorphism from L,(q, D) to W,l(q, 0). 
Proof. As proved in [5] the map 4 F+ so l#(w’)/j w’ - w / dt’ dv’ is an 
isomorphism of L,(q, D) to Wzl(q, D). Since 1 f’(w) 1 E Cl(a) and bounded away 
from zero in D, multiplication by 1 f’(w)1 is an isomorphism of Wzl(q, D) 
onto itself. 
LEMMA 3. The mapping I, from L,(q, D) to W,l(q, D) is compact. 
Proof. We have K(w, w’) = O(l), X( w, w’)/a( = 0(1/p), aqw, w’)/a+l = 
0(1/p) as p = 1 w - w’ 1 + 0. Clearly 1, is a compact mapping from L,(q, D) 
into itself. (It is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.) Now let us consider the mapping 
# - JD (4X) KC w, w’) $(w’) dw’/&$. By a modification of a standard argument, 
[2], we show that this is a compact mapping of L&q, D) into itself. Let 
v(w) = JD & K(w, w’) @4 dw’, (13) 
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where we write dc dr)’ = dw’. Then 
ql%‘) I dw)l d Cq(w)1’2 J’, ; I #(w’)I dw’ 
Sow JD dzu’/pq(w’) = ~3 hence 
s, q(w) / y(w)l” dw < .rr2C 1, / J,!J(w’)~” q(w’) dw’ s, y  dw. 
Since the last integral is clearly bounded, we have 
i.e., the operator is bounded. To show compactness it is enough to show that 
if D,(w) = {w’ E D, / w - zu‘ / < c> then if 
~44 = jD t (2u) $ K(w, 4 Rw') dw', (14) 
we have 
I !  P)E l!L,)n.D) d C(E) I’ # / L&,D) , (15) 
where C(c) + 0 as E -+ 0. To see this is so we argue as above to obtain 
[ q(w) I P&J)I~ dw 
‘D 
c jD I 4dw’)12 dw’) dw’S, (lc,) / w9E’w 1 dw S, (u;) ) &’ e-dI’i q(w”) 
z t 
< C j, I +.@‘)l”q(w’)dw j e-1 4(w) dw DZE(lr“) q(w ) D&u’) w- u: I ! wn - w 1 . 
The w-integral is O(log j w‘ - w” 1-l) as / w’ - w” I mm+ 0 where the bound is 
independent of E [2, p. 331. Thus 
jD q(zuu) I all” dw ,( C’ .c, I ~(w’)12 q(w’) dzu’s, .(~,) log ! u.’ .’ ZC~’ ! ~ 2c 
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Since l/n EL,(D) for 1 < p < 2 an application of Holder’s inequality shows 
that 
J’ 1% 
1 dw” 
n = O(E) as 6’0. 
D,,(d) / w’ - WI 1 q(w ) 
Now let 
X(W) = jD K(W, w’> #(w’) dw’, 
x&g = s,, 
l 
(Iu) f% 4 #(w’) dw 
and define v(w) by (13) and P)~(w) by (14). Then 
$ x&4 = d4 - VXW). 
Now as E -+ 0, xE - x in La@, II), while by (15) +,/a[ ---f v(w) in L&J, D). 
From this it follows that v  = ax/&$ at least in the sense of distributions. Thus 
we have shown that the mappings J,A + I,(#), $ -+ &,(#)/a[, and 4 --f &,(#)/a~ 
are all compact mappings from I&, D) into itself. Thus the mapping I/ + I,(#) 
is compact from L,(q, D) to W,l(q, D). 
Thus the operator I defined by (10) is the sum of an isomorphism and a 
compact operator and so is a Fredholm operator of index zero [3, p. 2.51. Hence 
in order to prove our result it is sufficient to show that the equation 
has only the trivial solution. This is equivalent to showing that 
where L, is defined by (7) has only the trivial solution. 
LEMMA 4. Let p(x, y) = l/q(x, y), (x, y) E S, then Wal(q, S) CL,( p, S) with 
the injection continuous. 
Proof. The corresponding result was proven for S = D in [5]. Thus the 
lemma is proved by mapping to D and again noting (8) and (9). 
Proof that L, is injective. 
Case 1. k = 0. Suppose 
L,(v) = j, j P)(x’, Y’) b dx’ dy’ = 0 (x, Y) 6 S, 
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where 9 EL&, A’). We may suppose 9 is real. Let 
where R’ r= (X - .x’)’ + (-Y - v’)” + z2 (cf. (4)). We let [& be a sequence 
of real functions in C,=(S) such that yn - v  in L,(q, 5’). Let xl2 = L,,(v:,,) 
and define u,(x, y, z) by (16) with F replaced by yn . Then u, is harmonic 
in R” - 5’. For large A let S, be the set {Y =- AS with 9 _ = .9 -- ~4 C- zz 
and G,d be set bounded by S, and S. We may apply the divergence theorem 
to u,, in the region G.4 to obtain 
where [&J&z] is the jump in &J,/& across 5’. But [iu,/&] -= 49, and 
u, is =.= Xn . Thus 
(17) 
But by assumption xn + 0 in Wzl(q, S) and hence by Lemma 4 in L,( p, 5’) 
so that .[,Y vTIxn dx’ dy’ + 0 as n ---f GO. Thus applying Fatou’s lemma to (I 7) 
But for A large u = 0( 1 /A), au/& = 0( 1 /A*), so letting i2 -+ u3 we conclude 
s / Vu I* dV = 0; R?... s
therefore u =. 0 in R3 - S. Finally, 
The limit existing in L,(D) for 1 < p < 2. Thus 9) = 0 in D. 
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Case 2. k > 0. We follow the treatment of [l]. We suppose L,v = 0 
and let vn, u, and u, be as above and xn = L,p, , Now we use the identity 
0 = jGA (a Au, - u, C&J dV 
I i _ au, = 
SA 
%I F - un s) da - jjS (iin [+] - un [%I) dx’ dy’. 
Letting n + cc we obtain 
On the other hand the radiation condition (3) can be written 
so that 
in particular 
ju(2du=0 
but by Rellich’s uniqueness theorem [4] this implies u = 0 in R” - S. Then 
as before 
(One checks that 
lim j j p)(x’, y’) ; [ e”kRR- ’ ] dx’ dy’ = 0.) x+0+ s 
Case 3. Im k > 0, Re k = 0. In this case u and II, die out exponentially 
as Y + co. If k = iu, we have 
=s 
(iin Au + Vu;, . Vu,J dV = 
GA 
s SA 
cn$du- jjsiin [$] dx’dy’. 
We then argue exactly as in Case 1. 
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CUSP 4. Im k ;> 0, Re k > 0. In this case we observe 
1 
i 
(ii, Au, - u, Ail,) dV = -2i(Re k)(Im tZ) .rG 1 u, 1” dl;‘. 
GA .4 
From this the proof proceeds as before. 
Thus we have proved the injectivity of the operator L, in all cases, completing 
the proof of our theorem. 
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